
- The Nassau Suffolk Region is one of the largest in the International Order, and
we flexed our muscle around the world
- Used our large size, and impassioned Alephs to be a force for good
- Became movement builders by using our spirit to show other regions what
they can and should be, and turned more members than ever into Alephs
- Created a culture of chapter excellence that allowed both large and small
chapters to thrive while maintaining traditions that make them unique
- Held the regional board accountable for improving the region

Convention: Reimagined

Fraternally Submitted with undying love for my heart and home New Frontier AZA #1512, The Nassau
Suffolk Region #19, The Grand Order of the Aleph Zadik Aleph, all alephs of the past, present, and future,
and the seven cardinal principals upon which our movement was founded, I forever remain, one damn
proud Aleph, Garett Andrew Nogid

- Had regular calls with the whole network to talk about current chapter
events, and how to improve current events.
- Created a brother chapter system to pair large and small chapters to share
ideas, and hold events together.
- Provided Godolim with the support that they needed to motivate board
members to work to make the greatest impact
- Held Fall and Spring Execs to talk about strategy for the region, and train for
how to properly run a chapter

- Used Inter-chapter competition to
motivate chapters to improve
- Emphasized chapter and inter-
chapter overnights to form bonds
- Used Good and Welfares and
meaningful chapter programs to bring
Alephs meaningfully together
- Emphasized chapter traditions

What We Accomplished Together
A New Nassau Suffolk Region Brotherhood Elevated

The Godolim Network
- Changed the formula for
conventions to suit Alephs' needs
- Added IC-like Pre-Summits to
Convention focused on certain topics
- Converted Winter Convention into a
chapter vs. chapter Spirit Convention
- Converted RLTI to a Convention to
build board brotherhood and skills



New Frontier AZA #1512

 

Nassau Suffolk Region #19

 

J-Serve 2017, 19, 20*
Winter Convention 2017, 18, 19*
Spring Convention 2017, 18*, 19*, 20*
Brotherhood Overnight 2017, 18*
Regional Aleph Shaliach 2019-2020
- Held largest Kickoff Shabbat in NSR History
- Created first ever Regional StandUP committee
- Coordinated two committees each Convention
- Ran the first virtual J-Serve with over 100 teens

Grand Order of the Aleph
Zadik Aleph

CLTC 8 2018
IC 2019, 2020*
Perlman Summer 2019
AIPAC Schusterman HSS 2019
Northeast Cohort Leader, Genocide
Education Committee
Captain, Explore Israel Committee
Coordinator, Explore Israel Summit
Silver Shield of David Award
Cardinal Principles Award

 

Aleph S’gan 2017-18
-Worked with chapter board to effectively plan
programs for a growing chapter
Aleph Shaliach 2018-19^ First Term
-Raised over $300 for John C. Thiessen Children’s
foundation
-Held multiple chapter and inter-chapter services
Aleph Moreh 2018-19^ Second Term
-Maintained a high rate of chapter retention

Aleph Garett Andrew Nogid
Aspiring to be the High and Honorable Position of our 63rd Regional Aleph Godol  

My brother Alephs,
 We have over 650 Alephs in NSR, yet we struggle to get 200 to our
conventions, and often have even less at chapter events each week.
We have chapters that do not receive the support that they need, and
nothing is done about it. We need to show our senior most Alephs why
they fell in love with NSR so they can help the next generation to grow
into the leaders that they can be. We need to help chapters to grow to
close the gap between large and small chapters. We need to use our
spirit to make the region the best place that it can be. The passion that
exists within our Alephs needs to be harnessed in a way that allows
every single Aleph to grow and flourish and make NSR their home.

* = Steered
^ = 6 Month Term


